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“There is a secret bond between slowness and memory, between speed and
forgetting.
A man is walking down the street. At a certain moment, he tries to re-

call something, but the recollection escapes him. Automatically, he slows
down.
Meanwhile, a person who wants to forget a disagreeable incident he has

just lived through starts unconsciously to speed up his pace, as if he were
trying to distance himself from a thing still too close to him in time.
In existential mathematics that experience takes the form of two basic

equations: The degree of slowness is directly proportional to the intensity
of memory; the degree of speed is directly proportional to the intensity of
forgetting.”
—Milan Kundera
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Abstract

In the ever-evolving landscape of cybersecurity, organizations face the constant challenge of for-
tifying their networks against an array of sophisticated threats. This master’s thesis delves into
the development and implementation of an innovative solution aimed at bolstering network se-
curity throughAutomated Firewall RuleManagement (AFRM) and seamless integrationwith
Discovery Tools.

Theproposed systemaddresses the limitations of traditional firewallmanagement approaches
by introducing automation to the rule creation, modification, and deletion processes. Leverag-
ing advanced algorithms, the Automated Firewall Rule Management tool optimizes rule sets,
ensuring the most efficient and effective configuration to safeguard against potential vulnera-
bilities. This not only enhances the overall security posture but also significantly reduces the
burden on network administrators, allowing them to focus on strategic security initiatives.

Moreover, the integration of the Automated Firewall Rule Management tool with Discov-
ery Tools marks a pivotal advancement in network security. By leveraging real-time network
insights provided by Discovery Tools, the system adapts dynamically to changes in the net-
work environment. This adaptive approach ensures that firewall rules align with the organi-
zation’s evolving infrastructure, minimizing the risk of misconfigurations and unauthorized
access points.

The research methodology encompasses a comprehensive study of existing firewall manage-
ment practices, an in-depth analysis of discovery tool capabilities, and the development of a
prototype Automated Firewall Rule Management system. The evaluation phase involves rig-
orous testing in a simulated environment, gauging the system’s effectiveness in responding to
dynamic network changes and potential security threats.

The anticipated outcomes of this research include a refined understanding of the symbiotic
relationship between automated firewall rule management and network discovery tools. Addi-
tionally, the developed prototype serves as a practical demonstration of the proposed solution’s
viability, offering a tangible contribution to the field of network security.

Ultimately, this master’s thesis endeavors to empower organizations to fortify their defenses
in the face of evolving cyber threats, fostering a more resilient and adaptive network security
infrastructure through the integration of cutting-edge Automated Firewall RuleManagement
and Discovery Tool technologies.
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1
Introduction

The background and context of this research lie in the ever-evolving landscape of network secu-
rity and the constant need for organizations to protect their digital assets. With the increasing
sophistication of cyber threats and the growing complexity of network infrastructures, it has
become crucial for businesses to adopt proactive and comprehensive security measures. The
research addresses the amalgamation of two critical elements in this endeavor: ethical hacking
practices and automated firewall rule management.

[? ] Ethical hacking, often referred to as penetration testing, involves simulating cyberat-
tacks to identify vulnerabilities and weaknesses in a network’s defenses. These practices have
become a fundamental part of enhancing security, as they uncover potential threats before ma-
licious actors can exploit them. On the other hand, automated firewall rule management is a
response to the need for efficient management of access control lists and security policies. Fire-
walls are essential components in network security, and managing their rules manually can be
error-prone and time-consuming.

This research seeks to bring these two aspects together, leveraging the power of ethical hack-
ing to identify weaknesses in an organization’s security infrastructure and automated tools to
swiftly respond to and mitigate these vulnerabilities. It also aims to provide a comprehensive
solution by integrating firewall rule management with other business processes, such as Con-
figuration Management Database (CMDB) and workflow applications. The context of this
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study is a proactive and holistic approach to network security that seeks to reduce attack sur-
faces, enhance governance, and ensure compliance with regulatory and corporate standards.

The problem addressed by this research is the increasing threat landscape faced by organiza-
tions and the inadequacy of traditional network security measures. Manual firewall rule man-
agement, in particular, presents a significant challenge. Organizations often strugglewithmain-
taining accurate, up-to-date rules, which can lead to vulnerabilities and non-compliance with
industry regulations and corporate standards. In parallel, the dynamic nature of cyber threats
requires a proactive approach to identify and rectify vulnerabilities promptly.

Ethical hacking, as a practice, is an effective means of identifying these vulnerabilities; how-
ever, its integration into existing network security governance frameworks is often lacking. The
problem, therefore, is two-fold: the inefficiency of manual firewall rule management and the
underutilization of ethical hacking as a proactive security measure. The research seeks to ex-
plore how the integration of these elements can address these issues and provide amore robust,
dynamic, and comprehensive solution for network security.

The research outlines a set of clear and comprehensive objectives:

EvaluateAutomatedFirewallRuleManagement: Assess the effectiveness of automated tools
in managing firewall rules, with a focus on reducing attack surfaces and improving network
security governance.
Propose Integration Methods: Propose methods for integrating firewall rule management

with existing CMDB and workflow applications through scripting and automation.
Assess Additional Cybersecurity Tools: Investigate the impact of additional cybersecurity

tools in enhancing the effectiveness of firewall rule management and ethical hacking practices.
ExamineMaintenance of Certifications: Investigate the role of periodic maintenance of cer-

tifications in ensuring the ongoing compliance and effectiveness of network security measures.

The study holds significant importance in the field of network security and cybersecurity
management. With the persistent threat of cyberattacks, the research addresses critical issues
that organizations face in managing their security infrastructure effectively. The significance
of this study can be summarized as follows:
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1. Enhancing Network Security: By integrating ethical hacking practices and automated
firewall rule management, the research provides a comprehensive approach to enhanc-
ing network security. This is essential in safeguarding an organization’s digital assets and
maintaining business continuity.

2. MitigatingVulnerabilities: The research aims to identify and address vulnerabilities proac-
tively, reducing the risk of data breaches and other security incidents.

3. Ensuring Compliance: The study’s focus on compliance with regulatory and corporate
standards is crucial, especially in industries where data privacy and security regulations
are strict. Non-compliance can lead to significant legal and financial repercussions.

4. Efficiency and Productivity: By proposing methods for integrating firewall rule man-
agement with existing systems and applications, the research can improve efficiency and
productivity innetwork security operations, reducingmanual errors and response times.

Overall, the research’s findings are expected to contribute valuable insights andpractical solu-
tions to the field of network security and governance, benefitting organizations and the broader
cybersecurity community.

Research questions or hypotheses

The questions in mind doing this research are as follows: How do un-automated firewall
systems deal with potential attacks? What does automation bring to the table in the context
of firewall rule management? One could hypothesize that using a network discovery such as
IPFabric and combining it with the TufinOrchestration tool would create a solid and efficient
firewall rule management environment.

A comprehensive Literature Review will be presented in Chapter 2, while the methodology
used in conducting the study is explained in Chapter 3. As we step into Chapter 4, the imple-
mentation of the network environment, integration of components, and comparison of results
as before and after. Chapter 5 mainly consists of discussion points after which we obtain the
results and the study comes to a close, presenting a summary and the impact in the relevant
field.
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2
Background and Literature Review

In the realm of modern networking and cybersecurity, comprehending the fundamental ele-
ments that constitute the backbone of secure information exchange is paramount. As tech-
nology continues to evolve at an unprecedented pace, the need for a robust understanding of
foundational concepts becomes increasingly vital. This master’s thesis delves into the intri-
cacies of network security, with a specific focus on firewalls, routers, automated firewall rule
management systems, and network discovery tools. To establish a solid foundation for the
ensuing discussions, it is imperative to embark on an exploration of these basic components.
By elucidating the principles underlying these elements, we can lay the groundwork for a nu-
anced examination of advanced concepts and methodologies in network security, ultimately
contributing to a more comprehensive understanding of the intricate landscape of contempo-
rary information technology.[1][2]

Introduction to Firewalls in Network Security

In the rapidly evolving landscape of information technology, ensuring the security of net-
worked systems has become a paramount concern. As organizations and individuals increas-
ingly rely on interconnectednetworks for communication, data sharing, and collaborativework,
the need to protect these networks from unauthorized access, data breaches, and other cyber
threats has never beenmore critical. Among the essential components of network security, fire-
walls play a pivotal role in safeguarding networks frommalicious activities.[3]
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Definition and Purpose of Firewall

A firewall serves as a barrier between a trusted internal network and untrusted external net-
works, such as the internet. It is designed tomonitor, filter, and control incoming andoutgoing
network traffic based on predetermined security rules. The primary purpose of a firewall is to
establish a secure perimeter that prevents unauthorized access while allowing legitimate com-
munication to pass through.

Functionality of Firewalls:

Firewalls operate at different layers of the OSI model, including the network layer and the
application layer. Network layer firewalls, commonly referred to as packet-filtering firewalls,
inspect and filter traffic based on IP addresses, port numbers, and protocols. Application layer
firewalls, on the other hand, examine the content of the data packets andmake decisions based
on the specific applications or services generating the traffic.

Commercial Firewall Solutions:

Numerous commercial firewall solutions, both open-source and closed-source, are available
in the market, catering to the diverse security needs of organizations. Open-source firewalls,
such aspfSense and iptables, provide cost-effective solutionswith customizable features. Closed-
source firewall solutions, including Cisco’s Adaptive Security Appliance (ASA) and Palo Alto
Networks’ next-generation firewalls, often offer advanced features, centralized management,
and dedicated support.

Involvement in Small-to-Large Networks:

Firewalls are integral to the security posture of networks, irrespective of their size. In small
networks, a single firewall device may suffice to protect the entire infrastructure. As networks
grow in complexity and scale, the deployment of multiple firewalls, often organized into dis-
tinct security zones, becomes necessary. This segmentation enhances security by isolating sen-
sitive data and critical systems from less secure areas.
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In large enterprise networks, the concept of a perimeter firewall is complemented by inter-
nal firewalls strategically placed to regulate traffic between different segments, such as theDMZ
(Demilitarized Zone) and internal LANs (Local AreaNetworks). Furthermore, advancements
in firewall technology have led to the emergence of next-generation firewalls that integrate in-
trusion prevention, application awareness, and deep packet inspection to provide a more com-
prehensive defense against sophisticated threats.

In conclusion, firewalls represent a foundational element in the realm of network security,
serving as the first line of defense against cyber threats. Their deployment, whether in small
business networks or large enterprise infrastructures, is indispensable for maintaining the con-
fidentiality, integrity, and availability of information in an interconnected world. As organi-
zations continue to navigate the dynamic landscape of cybersecurity, understanding the intri-
cacies of firewalls and selecting appropriate solutions will remain a critical aspect of a robust
network security strategy.[4]

Role of Routers and L2/L3 Switches in a Network Environment[5]:

Routers:

Routers play a crucial role in directing traffic between different networks by making deci-
sions based on IP addresses. They operate at the network layer (Layer 3) of the OSI model and
are responsible for determining the optimal path for data packets to reach their destination.
Routers maintain routing tables, which contain information about the network topology, al-
lowing them to make intelligent forwarding decisions.

In a network environment, routers are often employed to connect different subnets or net-
works, facilitating intercommunication. They establish the boundaries between local area net-
works (LANs) and connect them to the wider network, including the internet.

L2/L3 Switches:

Layer 2 (L2) switches operate at the data link layer, primarily dealingwithMACaddresses to
forward frames within a local network. They are essential for creating efficient and high-speed
connections within a single subnet.
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Layer 3 (L3) switches combine the functionalities of routers and switches. Like routers, they
canmake routing decisions based on IP addresses, but they operate at higher speeds, resembling
the efficiency of switches. L3 switches are often used for inter-VLAN routing, allowing com-
munication between different virtual LANs within a network.

Relationship with Firewalls and External Networks:

Routers, L2 switches, and L3 switches work in conjunction with firewalls to ensure a secure
and well-managed network environment.

1. Routers and Firewalls:

- Routers are often the point where traffic enters or exits a network. They can be configured
to direct traffic through a firewall, acting as a gateway to filter and control the flow of data be-
tween the internal network and the external world, including the Internet.

2. L2/L3 Switches and Firewalls:

- L2 switches are crucial for creating efficient local connections within a subnet, while L3
switches can facilitate inter-VLAN routing. Firewalls can be strategically placed between these
switches tomonitor and control traffic between different network segments, ensuring that only
authorized communication occurs.

Security Concerns:

1. Unauthorized Access:
- Routers, if not properly configured, may allow unauthorized access to the internal network.
It is essential to implement robust access control lists (ACLs) and authentication mechanisms
to mitigate this risk.

2. L2 Switch Security: - L2 switches are vulnerable toMAC address spoofing andARP (Ad-
dress Resolution Protocol) attacks. Implementing port security features and utilizing dynamic
ARP inspection can enhance security at the data link layer.
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3. L3 Switch and Router Security:
- L3 switches and routers are potential targets for IP spoofing and routing attacks. Employing
protocols like BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) securely and implementing ingress and egress
filtering can mitigate these risks.

4. Firewall Configuration:
- Misconfigurations in firewall rules may lead to either overly restrictive policies, disrupting le-
gitimate traffic, or inadequate security, allowing unauthorized access. Regular auditing and
testing of firewall configurations are crucial to maintaining a secure network perimeter.

5. Denial of Service (DoS) Attacks:
- Routers, switches, and firewalls can be targeted in DoS attacks, impacting the availability of
network services. Employing mechanisms like rate limiting, traffic filtering, and intrusion pre-
vention systems can help defend against such attacks.

In summary, routers and switches, along with firewalls, form the backbone of network in-
frastructure. Proper configuration, monitoring, and security measures are essential to ensure
the integrity, confidentiality, and availability of network resources in the face of evolving cyber
threats.

Review of Relevant literature

1. A novel approach for detecting advanced persistent threats

Advanced persistent threat(APT) attacks are deployed by malicious parties. Most im-
portantly, zero-day attacks exploiting unforeseen and unprecedented vulnerabilities in
a network, thus can be considered the most damaging. Mitigation of attacks of this sort
can be reduced via a combination of artificial intelligence and machine learning appli-
cation. While artificial intelligence plays a role of creator of attacks, machine learning
application gathers the information supplied byAI, to detect probable novel attacks. As
for complex networks systems, hacking practices could be used both ways, in defence
and in offence.
[6]
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2. Cyber Security and Ethical Hacking: The Importance of Protecting User Data

Basic security standards are to bemet by small-to-big size companies. Such standards ex-
ists both domestically and internationally namely NIST and ISO. Before any technical
implementation any given company should design a network taking threats, vulnerabil-
ities and cyber-risks in consideration. A group of practices allows organizations to stay
safe such asVulnerability assessment, security analysis, penetration test anduse of ethical
hacking. Fundamentals of cybersecurity are meant to be in place in order to effectively
implement a management tool for various devices that could be found in a network.
Hence, building a strong structure and sustain the three pillars, CIA triad, of modern
security systems.
[7]

3. A Firewall Policy Anomaly Detection Framework for Reliable Network Security

Different types of firewalls bring different solutions and vulnerabilities in terms of either
cost or performance. Talking about packet-filtering firewalls, although being relatively
economic, they sometimes canbemisled by variousmalicious activities,most commonly
IP-spoofing attacks. Since the rules are set by IP addresses and ports, they trust known
servers. The anomalies should be detected by a IPS/IDS or an anomaly-based detec-
tion framework, ensuring that firewalls perform better in recognising incoming poten-
tial threats. Similarly to Tufin’s Designer mechanism, a such framework would then
recommend configurations for firewalls in-place.
[8]

4. Automated Firewall Configuration in Virtual Networks

Configuration of, in particular, packet filter firewalls have been a subject of debate in net-
work security. It is deemed to be crucial optimising the topology and reduce the amount
of connections, rules and firewalls altogether. Different methodologies have been sug-
gested as to how to avoid long re-configuration process and likely security breaches af-
terward. Hence why it is imperative to keep an up-to-date network topology.
[9]

5. Automatic management of network security policy

The automatization of network-wide self-configuration is one of the main themes in se-
curity. Merging two subnets without having a collusion and shadowing of rules is highly
sought after. Due to numerous vendor and models of network devices, it becomes dif-
ficult to maange all at the same time. This brings out the need for a centralized man-
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agement tool. To keep track of the policies in-place and detect inconsistencies across
networks, some goals of such structures are as follows: [10]

(a) Concise and easy on the eye management dashboard,

(b) Composability of devices

(c) Includes different vendors

(d) Readability

(e) Scalability

Automatic detection of firewall misconfigurations using firewall and network routing
policies

With a big growth of network size, it becomes difficult to keep track of all the connec-
tions and policy configurations. Changes in policies could affect the whole network in
terms of routing, which is often the ignored component in a network. To comply with
regulations and to prevent security breaches, organizations should figure out inconsis-
tencies, alteration of rules and their lack of. R. Oliviera et al. propose a monitoring
and alerting tool Prometheus in order to follow and observe and then address the issues
rapidly. These configuration errors could be classified in 4 parts:

(a) Intra-firewall inconsistencies When inconsistencies occur within a sole firewall,
it means that certain rules are fully or partially mask, therefore rendering useless
other rules. Shadowing, generalization, and correlation are three types of this is-
sue.

(b) Inter Firewall inconsistencies
When rule shadowing happens between firewalls.

(c) Cross path inconsistencies
Crosspath inconsistencies refer to the diversion of packet traveling routes which
brings a different set of firewall rules into play and cannot promise a packet to go
through to the target destination as intended.

(d) Intra firewall inefficiencies
Inefficiencies show up in two forms: redundancies and verbosities. While neither
can be deemed as error, they create a mess of rules, considering a network has nu-
merous rules in place. Verbosities could bemore detailed and explicitly explain the
rules, whereas redundancies may be put in for future use. However, they both af-
fect the overall readability andmanageability of firewall rule management systems.
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The article goes on to explain how such a system identifies and then suggests corrections to
misconfigurations. A certain algorithmdecides how to redress themisconfigurations, and such
corrections are also verified afterward.[11]

Detailed explanations of Tufin and IPFabric, their features, and how they address cy-
bersecurity challenges

Comparison of Tufin and IPFabric with other similar tools.[12][13]

Tufin competitors: Tufin is one of the best security platform formedium to large-sized busi-
nesses. It is powerful enough to tackle the security requirements of complex working environ-
ments.
The top Tufin Competitors include AlgoSec, FireMon, Skybox, RedSeal, Check Point, Lace-
work, Google Cloud Platform, CyberArk, Cisco Secure Workload, and Illumio.
Tufin is a reliable, popular, highly trusted, and recommended platform for zero-trust security.
It has more than 2,900 customers from all around the world, including BlueCross BlueShield,
BNPParibas,DeutscheBank, IBM, andmore. Being a unified security platform,Tufin reduces
the time and costs of managing enterprise security. It can handle the complex security needs of
large enterprises very well.

Tufin Orchestration Suite offers 3 IT solutions as a bundle: SecureTrack, SecureChange
and SecureApp(Enterprise).

All three of them provide work as a team. While Securetrack is a dashboard full of devices,
events and status of rules, SecureChange control we requested firewall rules and policy changes.
The inclusion of workflows ensures that every process of insertion, deletion, or alteration, goes
swimmingly. Lastly, SecureApp covers the application rule setting in such an easy way, up un-
til providing drag-and-drop. It helps users tomanage their application on a clear, spacious user
interface as well as providing APIs since it has been a feature for all TOS solutions.

1. SecureTrack+

In the realm of network security, the need for centralized policy management, risk mit-
igation, and compliance monitoring has become paramount. This subsection explores
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Figure 2.1: SecureTrack GUI

the application of SecureTrack and its features, aligning with industry practices in cen-
tralized network security policy management. We delve into how diverse technologies
converge within one application.

(a) Centralized Network Security Policy Management

Businesses, regardless of size, must adhere to security standards likeNIST and ISO.
The foundation lies in building a network with cybersecurity in mind, consider-
ing threats, vulnerabilities, and cyber-risks. Security is maintained through proce-
dures like penetration testing, security analysis, vulnerability assessment, and eth-
ical hacking. Implementing a management tool for network devices necessitates a
cybersecurity foundation, ensuring a robust framework and upholding the CIA
trinity – the three pillars of modern security systems.

(b) Network Segmentation and Visibility

Efficient network segmentation is crucial for security. SecureTrack+ aids organi-
zations in setting andmaintaining baseline traffic rules between security zones, en-
hancing real-time monitoring of policy violations. This results in more effective
implementation and management of consistent network segmentation.
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(c) Security Policy Management Tools

Tools such as IP Address Administration (IPAM) Integration and Security Pol-
icy Builder enhance security policy administration. Real-time monitoring of net-
work traffic logs bridges the gap between intended and actual network segmenta-
tion states, offering guidance on necessary policy modifications. IPAM integra-
tion streamlines subnet changes, improving risk assessments and violation notifi-
cations.

(d) Automated Firewall Rule and Object Management

Automating network object and firewall rule management, as facilitated by Se-
cureTrack+, proves to be financially sensible. It significantly reduces the time re-
quired for rule cleanup by identifying and removing unnecessary or redundant
rules. Moreover, inactive network objects are identified and decommissioned, en-
hancing resource efficiency and security.

(e) Firewall Rule Optimization

Automated and consolidated firewall rule optimization, exemplified by tools like
Tufin, simplifies rule andobjectmanagement acrossmulti-vendor systems. Sophis-
ticated search andfiltering featuresminimize the effort needed formaintaining fire-
wall rules, while the Automated Policy Generator optimizes rule bases according
to current traffic, adhering to the least privilege principle.

(f) Compliance Monitoring and Risk Awareness

Effective compliance monitoring is essential for network security. SecureTrack+
provides real-time alerts on risky access and policy violations, interfacing with vul-
nerabilitymanagementprograms. This enables enterprises toorderpatchingbased
on vulnerability scans and network intelligence.

(g) Cloud Security Policy Orchestration

The orchestration of security policies for cloud environments is gaining popular-
ity. Tufin’s agentless, multi-cloud policy management ensures control and seg-
mentation across on-premises and cloud infrastructures. By integrating security
controls into theContinuous Integration/ContinuousDeployment (CI/CD)pro-
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cess, security is facilitated without disrupting DevOps teams’ operations.

(h) Data Center Migration and Audit Preparation

Security policy cloning workflows automate the cloning of security policies for
new network objects, expediting hardware expansion and data center migration.
Automated audit report generation and real-time compliance monitoring acceler-
ate audit preparation by up to 90 percent, adhering to multiple regulatory stan-
dards.

In summary, the integration of automation, centralization, and real-time aware-
ness is crucial for enhancing network security in today’s dynamic digital environ-
ment.

2. SecureChange+

This chapter delves into network change automation and rule lifecycle management,
focusing on SecureChange+. This cybersecurity solution aims to achieve continuous
compliance and reduce network change Service Level Agreements (SLAs) by up to 90
percent. Explore the literature and industry practices surrounding SecureChange+, re-
vealing its innovative features and implications.

(a) Achieving Continuous Compliance

Continuous compliance is central to network security, and SecureChange+ sig-
nificantly reduces network change SLAs while ensuring compliance with industry
regulations and internal policies. Testimonials emphasize productivity gains, error
reduction, and streamlined coordination among teams as key benefits.

(b) Elimination of Backlogs andWorkflow Automation

SecureChange+ eliminates network change and rule review backlogs through flex-
ible workflows and automation capabilities. This enhances operational efficiency,
reduces risks through auditable processes, and integrates with IT Service Manage-
ment (ITSM) solutions for seamless workflows triggered by ITSM tickets.
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(c) Automation of Rule Lifecycle Management

Automation extends to rule lifecycle management, with SecureChange+ orches-
trating rule review processes, identifying expiring rules, and automating recertifi-
cation. Customization options allow organizations to tailor the rule review pro-
cess to their specific needs.

(d) Network Topology Intelligence and Dynamic Mapping

SecureChange+ leverages network topology intelligence and dynamic mapping,
supporting over 200million routes for accurate target selection and change design
visualization. Path analysis aids troubleshooting, especially in multi-cloud envi-
ronments, enhancing its functionality.

(e) Proactive Risk Assessment

Proactive risk assessment is pivotal, and SecureChange+ customizes change de-
signs by cross-referencing intelligence from third-party solutions, ensuring contin-
uous compliance with security and industry policies.

(f) Cloud Security Policy Orchestration and CI/CD Integration

SecureChange+ extends to the cloud, providing agentless,multi-cloudpolicyman-
agement. Integrating security guardrails into the CI/CD process streamlines De-
vOps practices without disrupting workflows.

(g) Vulnerability Awareness and Advanced Audit Readiness

Vulnerability-BasedChangeAutomation injects awareness into the change design
process, checking for vulnerabilities during change design. SecureChange+ con-
tributes to advanced audit readiness with real-time compliance monitoring and
customizable audit reports.

In conclusion, SecureChange+ signifies a significant advancement in network change
automation, showcasing its effectiveness in achieving continuous compliance, eliminat-
ing backlogs, and streamlining rule management.
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3. SecureApp+

This chapter explores application-based securitypolicy automation, focusingonSecureApp+.
Designed for zero-touch change automation, unifying network and cloud security pro-
cesses, and centralizing policy management, SecureApp+ is examined in the context of
existing literature and industry practices.

(a) Achieving Zero-Touch Automation

SecureApp+ aims for zero-touch automation, streamlining change management
processes, and minimizing manual tasks. Notably, Tufin-recommended changes
receiving administrator approval were automatically implemented, showcasing a
cutting-edge approach to security automation.

(b) Central Control Plane and Integration Ecosystem

The adoption of a central control plane is crucial, and SecureApp+ consolidates
a heterogeneous environment under a single control plane. Its broad integration
ecosystem simplifies achieving network security maturity, supporting leading so-
lutions and enhancing integration with code-free, GUI-based options.

(c) Connectivity Management for Application Deployment

Efficient application deployment is a priority, and SecureApp+ breaks down silos
between teams. Offering a central console for managing network-related applica-
tion changes, it ensures thenetwork alignswithdynamic application requirements.
Graphical diagnostic tools aid in troubleshooting and automatic resolution of con-
nectivity issues.

(d) Scalability and Broad Adoption

Scalability is critical, andSecureApp+ supportsmassive enterprise networks. Trusted
by over 2,900 organizations, including Fortune 50 companies, its comprehensive
network topologymapping, support for extensive route configurations, distributed
architecture, and high availability contribute to its broad adoption.

In summary, SecureApp+ represents a significant stride in application-based security
policy automation, focusingonachieving zero-touch automation, a central control plane,
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efficient connectivity management, and broad scalability.

In conclusion, SecureApp+ represents a significant leap in the realm of application-
based security policy automation. Its capacity to achieve zero-touch automation, uni-
fied network and cloud security processes, and centralized policy management is pivotal
in addressing the evolving needs of modern cybersecurity.[14]

IPFabric
IP Fabric is a Network Assurance Platform that eliminates 90 percent of the manual labor re-
quired to even initiate an automation project by automating discovery and documentation.
This is a quick win. IP Fabric then keeps checking to see if your automated processes are in line
with your intentions.

IPFabric is a network assurance platform that helps make sure your network is working well.
It does this by looking at your network and figuring out what’s there, finding any problems,
and giving suggestions on how to fix them. The platform uses smart math to draw pictures of
your network and show how everything is connected.

One big thing IPFabric is good for is fixing problems andmaking your network work better.
It watches your network all the time, finds any issues, and tells youwhatmight be causing them.
This is important because it helps your network stay working well and not have any downtime.
IPFabric can also check if your network follows the rules and standards that it’s supposed to,
which is important for security and following the law.

IPFabric can work with other computer programs too. It has a way for other programs to
talk to it, so you can use it with different tools and systems. This makes it easy to add IPFabric
to your existing computer setup and use it together with other programs.

When we look at other programs like NetBrain, Forward Networks, Gluware, Itential, Ju-
niper, SolarWinds, and ZPE Systems, we see that each one is good at different things. For
example, NetBrain is good at making your network do things automatically, while Forward
Networks is good at checking if your network is set up correctly. Gluware and Itential are
good for making your network work automatically, Juniper has many different networking
tools, SolarWinds is known for watching your network, and ZPE Systems is good at managing
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networks.

What makes IPFabric special is that it looks at your whole network and tries to make sure
everything is okay all the time. While other programsmight be really good at one thing, IPFab-
ric tries to do a little bit of everything to keep your network running well. Also, IPFabric can
easily work with other programs, making it a good choice if you want a tool that fits into your
existing computer setup.[15]
[15]
IP Fabric Competitors[16] : NetBrain Forward Networks Gluware Itential Juniper Solar-

Winds ZPE Systems

Combining Tufin OS and IPFabric creates a powerful tool to manage networks with high
efficiency and great capability to observe and control.

IT cybersecurity concepts and best practices

Cybersecurity concepts are indispensable in Information Technology (IT) due to their criti-
cal roles in protecting sensitive data, maintaining business continuity, ensuring regulatory com-
pliance, mitigating financial losses, defending against evolving cyber threats, safeguarding pri-
vacy, preserving intellectual property, upholding reputation, maintaining data integrity, fulfill-
ing ethical and legal obligations, supporting national security, and gaining a competitive edge.
In an increasingly digital world, these concepts are essential for organizational sustainability,
security, and the protection of individuals’ data and privacy. An extended list of best concepts
and practices:[17][18][19][20]

1. Risk Assessment: To effectively secure your organization’s digital assets, it’s crucial to
begin with a thorough risk assessment. This process helps you identify vulnerabilities
and potential threats specific to your environment.

2. Access Control: Implement stringent access control measures. Ensure that only autho-
rized individuals have access to sensitive information and systems. This involves user
authentication, strong password policies, and role-based access.

3. Data Encryption: Protect your data with encryption, both at rest and in transit. This
securitymeasure ensures that even if physical storage or network communication is com-
promised, sensitive information remains safe from unauthorized access.
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4. Patch Management: Stay proactive by keeping your software, operating systems, and
applications up to date with the latest security patches. Many security breaches occur
due to known vulnerabilities that haven’t been patched.

5. Firewalls and IntrusionDetection Systems (IDS): Safeguard your networkwith firewalls
thatmonitor and control incoming andoutgoing traffic. Implement intrusiondetection
systems to identify and respond to suspicious activities promptly.

6. Anti-Malware Solutions: Install antivirus and anti-malware software to detect and re-
move malicious software that could compromise your systems.

7. Security Awareness Training: Regularly educate your employees and users on security
best practices. Human error is a significant source of security breaches, so awareness is
key.

8. Incident Response Plan: Develop a comprehensive incident response plan that outlines
steps to take in the event of a security breach. Ensure that your employees are familiar
with this plan and know how to report security incidents.

9. Network Segmentation: Divide your network into segments to limit the potential im-
pact of a breach. This practice isolates critical systems from less secure ones, enhancing
overall security.

10. Regular Backups: Back up critical data and systems regularly, and ensure that these back-
ups are encrypted and stored in an offsite location. This provides a safety net in case of
data loss or ransomware attacks.

11. Physical Security: Don’t overlook physical security. Protect against unauthorized phys-
ical access to servers and networking equipment, as this can lead to data breaches.

12. Two-Factor Authentication (2FA) and Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA): Enhance
authentication by requiringmultiple forms of verification for accessing sensitive systems.
This can include something you know (e.g., a password) and something you have (e.g.,
a smartphone token).

13. Vendor and Supply Chain Security: Ensure that your vendors and suppliers adhere to
robust security practices, as they can introduce vulnerabilities to your ecosystem.

14. Logging andMonitoring: Keep detailed logs of system and network activities and regu-
larly review them for signs of suspicious or unauthorized activity.

15. Security Policies and Procedures: Develop and document clear security policies and pro-
cedures that are followed throughout your organization to ensure consistency in security
practices.
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16. Regular Security Audits and Penetration Testing: Conduct routine security audits and
penetration tests to identifyweaknesses and vulnerabilities in your systems, enabling you
to address them promptly.

17. Compliance: Ensure that your security practices alignwith industry-specific regulations
and standards, such asGDPRor ISO27001, depending on your business and its require-
ments.

18. Zero Trust Security Model: Embrace a zero-trust security model, which assumes that
threats can originate both from within and outside your network. Verify and authenti-
cate every user and device attempting to connect to your network.

19. Continual Learning and Adaptation: Cybersecurity is an ever-evolving field. Stay in-
formed about the latest threats and best practices and adapt your security measures ac-
cordingly to stay ahead of evolving threats and challenges.

Given those practices and concepts, it shouldn’t be forgotten that IT security is an ongoing
event and most companies adopt the Security-by-Design policy. Therefore, while embracing
the fundamentals of security, seeking for constant cybersecurity consultation and further ex-
pansion in services is the best policy of all.[21]
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3
Methodology

Detailed presentation of the real-world IT environment

SecureTrack is a comprehensive solution designed for monitoring and modifying rules on
connected devices. In a laboratory setting, various virtualized devices, such as those emulating
AmazonWeb Services (AWS), Checkpoint, Cisco, f5, Fortinet, Forcepoint, Juniper Networks,
Azure, Netfilter, Openstack, Palo Alto, and Zscaler, can be added and tracked. It’s important
to note that these devices are simulated for lab purposes and do not represent actual physical
entities. Despite their virtual nature, they are equipped with purposeful rules categorized into
groups like clean up, audit, highly permissive, and critical violation rules. The user interface of
SecureTrack offers graphical representations to facilitate observation, inference, and necessary
modifications in compliance with specific requirements.[14]

In contrast, IPFabric operates as a physical device within a real-world environment, featur-
ing firewalls, routers, and a network. Its primary function is to automatically detect changes,
such as additions or removals, in a monitored network concerning rules and devices. Unlike
SecureTrack’s virtual lab environment, IPFabric operates in a tangible, physical setting with
genuine networking components..

The objective is to implement IPFabric in different network environments and gather mod-
ification information periodically and automatically which is then to be used by Tufin. In this
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way, firewall rule modifications are handled at speed without interaction. In the case of device
implementation or removal, depending on the device type the procedure changes. Some de-
vices can be entertained either hands-on or automatically from the script.[15]

The research methodology employed in this study involves a hands-on approach gained
through a year-long internship, focusing on Automated Firewall Rule Management (AFRM)
and Integration with Discovery Tools for Enhanced Network Security. The methodology in-
tegrates practical experiences with Tufin, an automated firewall rule management tool, and
IPFabric, a network discovery tool. The primary activities undertaken during the internship in-
clude the integration of these tools, the implementation of a workflow in Tufin Securechange,
and the development of scripts for specific automation tasks.

The integration of Tufin and IPFabric was a key aspect of this research. This process in-
volved the seamless interaction between the automated firewall rule management capabilities
of Tufin and the network discovery functionalities of IPFabric. Specifically, the integration
focused on the editing, adding, and removing of devices within the network based on insights
derived from IPFabric. The details of this integration, including the workflow and specific
functionalities enabled through the integration, will be elaborated upon in this chapter.

The case studywas conducted partly within the real-world IT environment and the LAB en-
vironment of Kirey Group. This environment served as the testing ground for the integration
of Tufin and IPFabric, providing a dynamic and authentic setting to evaluate the effectiveness
of the automated processes. The IT environment comprises a webserver to access Tufin, Tufin
Server, and IPFabric server device, offering a practical context for assessing the impact of auto-
mated firewall rule management and network discovery integration.

Data collection for this research involved a combination of practical implementation and
code development. The key tools used for data collection included Tufin, IPFabric, and Se-
curechange. The data collection process encompassed the creation and execution of scripts
within the Tufin Securechange workflow.

Given the sensitivity of the activities conducted within the internship at Kirey Group, eth-
ical considerations and data privacy concerns are paramount. The presentation of findings
and code snippets is limited to complying with the company’s ownership and confidential-
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ity requirements. This section will delve into the ethical considerations, emphasizing the im-
portance of protecting proprietary information and respecting data privacy throughout the
research process.
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4
Case Study

Detailed presentation of the real-world IT environment

To start with, SecureTrack is the solution where devices are connected, monitored and their
rules modified. In the Lab part that I have been working on, there are 67 different devices with
brands such as the following(Figure x): Amazon Web Services(AWS), checkpoint, Cisco,f5,
Fortinet, Forcepoint, Juniper networks, Azure, Netfilter, Openstack, Palo Alto, and Zscaler.
All devices that are being monitored on Tufin are created for Lab purposes and are not real
concrete devices.

However, they are stackedwith purposeful rules, which then be separated by groups as rules
for clean up, rules for audit, rules highly permissive and rules with critical violations.

To meet compliance needs, the user interface provides various graphs to observe, infer, and
make modifications where they are necessary.

On the other hand, IPFabric is a device located in a physical environment decorated by real-
life firewalls, routers, and a network. Its purpose is to auto-discover the changes(removal or
addition) in an observed network in terms of rules, and devices altogether.

Currently, the network environment related to IPfabric consists of 21 devices.
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The objective is to implement IPFabric in different network environments and gather mod-
ification information periodically and automatically which is then to be used by Tufin. In this
way, firewall rule modifications are handled at speed without interaction. In the case of device
implementation or removal, depending on the device type the procedure changes. Some de-
vices can be entertained either hands-on or automatically from the script.

Implementation of the integration

The implementation requires a couple of scripts and configuration files to correctly func-
tion. Aforementioned scripts are about exporting data out of IPFabric and then importing the
changes onto Tufin.

It is better to work separately between two platforms for a couple of reasons. They can be
adjusted for another integration with ease, and the cleanliness of the code is one of the funda-
mentals in programming.

Firstly, I constructed a script so as to constantly detect device changes between two chosen
snapshots which are the ultimate and the penultimate snapshots. While also the ability to ob-
serve the configuration changes at disposal, It is not necessary and out-of-scope for this study.

Moreover, IPFabric gives out basically all the information related to any machine that has
been discovered, such as timestamps, last update, power status, etc. Avoiding the verbosity via
filtering capabilities is a great move at this stage.

At the end of the first phase, the output is created in ‘CSV’ format which is very easy to han-
dle and work on using Python.

On the other hand, the second part involves more intricacies compared to the first part.
Tufin SecureTrack offers integration capabilities via API for only selected from chosen devices
among all supported vendors. As seen in (Figure 1) the structure of supported devices is like
this.
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Figure 4.1: Workflow

Therefore, the importation task bifurcates into two paths, which is followed by another di-
vision between supported devices.

For devices that are supported by API calls and no authorization required: Straightforward
import of devices solely based on name, IP address, and indicated domain of which they are
supposed to be part. For devices that are supported by API calls and authorization required:
Devices are manually added using the graphical user interface(GUI) or by a script that accepts
authorization information as input For devices that are not supported by API calls: Devices
are manually added using the GUI.[14]

Data collection process

Snapshots play a crucial role in facilitating change management within the IP Fabric frame-
work. To ensure the system stays updated and reflective of the evolving network landscape, it
is imperative to regularly initiate IP Fabric discovery. This process can be conveniently sched-
uled by navigating to the designated section at Settings → Advanced→ Snapshots → Timed
Snapshots.
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Figure 4.2: Supported Devices

For instance, a practical implementation involves automating a discovery run every 10 min-
utes past the hour, creating a recurring schedule (e.g., 0:10, 1:10, 2:10, 3:10, and so forth) to
ensure frequent and timely updates.

The concept of Timed Snapshots within IP Fabric involves a thoughtful scheduling mecha-
nism. In a hypothetical scenario where a snapshot is set to occur every hour, and each snapshot
takes approximately 4 hours and 20 minutes to be fully created, the subsequent snapshot will
be automatically scheduled once the previous one concludes. This ensures a seamless and con-
tinuous process, with the scheduled time aligning with the next available period as determined
by the configured cron setup.

The IPFabric platformoperates by systematically gathering data from the network at regular
intervals, facilitating the generation of comprehensive analytics that offer profound insights
into the network’s infrastructure. The culmination of this data collection process results in
the creation of a digital snapshot that encapsulates the entirety of the network’s configuration
and status at the specific moment of discovery.
It is crucial to note that IP Fabric does not engage in real-time monitoring of the network.

Instead, its approach revolves around periodic data collection, allowing users to benefit from a
historical perspective and a detailed overview of the network’s characteristics. This deliberate
strategy empowers network administrators with the ability to analyze trends, identify patterns,
and make informed decisions based on a comprehensive understanding of the network’s state
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at different points in time.[15]

Data collection is primarily connected with the implementation itself. As far as this study
is concerned, the data is received from a company network in which an IPFabric product is al-
ready integrated.

During the initial phase of network discovery, the deployment of IP Fabric necessitates the
utilization of the OVA image, which is made available upon request. The platform’s successful
initialization is contingent upon the provision of accurate credentials, ensuring seamless access
to active network devices through SSH/Telnet protocols. Essential to this process is the con-
figuration of the security perimeter to facilitate effective communication from the IP Fabric
platform to the network devices, specifically accommodating the mentioned Command Line
Interface (CLI) protocols.

Moreover, for enhanced customization and efficiency, administrators have the option to
specify a singular IP address as the starting point for the discovery process. This provides a
targeted approach to the initial data collection, allowing for a more focused exploration of the
network infrastructure. By following these meticulous steps during the inaugural setup, IP
Fabric establishes a robust foundation for subsequent network analytics and insights, deliver-
ing a comprehensive understanding of the network’s topology and configuration.

This particular network environment includes a variety of IP-based active network devices,
such as switches, routers, firewalls, load-balancers, WAN concentrators, wireless controllers,
and wireless access points.

Test scenarios involve mainly a series of comparisons of ‘Snapshots’ taken from the network.
Since the objective of this implementation is transferring the changes without any personnel
communication to our automation tool on the other side, changes of rules and changes in de-
vices are extracted via API calls and basic scripting.

Results before and after integration

One of the standout improvements is the enhanced understanding of network topology,
which has empowered security teams with a more profound insight into the intricate relation-
ships among devices and configurations. This newfound clarity serves as the cornerstone for
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more informed rule management decisions. With a comprehensive view of the network infras-
tructure provided by IPFabric, security professionals can nowmake strategic choices when cre-
ating, modifying, or deleting firewall rules. This heightened awareness ensures that rules align
seamlessly with the dynamic network environment, reducing the risk ofmisconfigurations and
vulnerabilities.

Automation emerges as a key driver in the success of this integration. The automated rule
optimization processes implemented through Tufin ensure continuous alignment with net-
work changes. This automation not only expedites the rule management workflow but also
contributes to the overall efficiency of security operations. Redundant or conflicting firewall
rules are efficiently identified and resolved, leading to a more streamlined and optimized rule
set. The impact is tangible – a security infrastructure that is both responsive and efficient in
adapting to the evolving threat landscape.

Perhapsmost crucially, the integration has resulted in a significant improvement in the iden-
tification and resolution of potential vulnerabilities. Security teams nowbenefit from real-time
insights providedby IPFabric, allowing for proactivemeasures to be taken. Theminimizedwin-
dow of exposure to potential risks is a testament to the effectiveness of the integrated solution.
Faster response times to security events and network changes are a direct result of this proactiv-
ity, ensuring that security professionals can swiftly address emerging threats, ultimately forti-
fying the organization’s cyber defenses.

The integration’s impact extends beyond technical enhancements to the operational realm.
Streamlined workflows have substantially reduced the manual efforts required for routine rule
management tasks. Security teams cannowredirect their focus fromrepetitive, time-consuming
processes to more strategic initiatives. This shift in focus allows organizations to allocate re-
sources more effectively, fostering an environment where security professionals can proactively
address emerging threats and contribute to the overarching cybersecurity strategy.

In conclusion, the successful integration of IPFabric and Tufin reveals a paradigm shift in
network security management. The improved understanding of network topology, automa-
tion of rule optimization processes, efficient vulnerability resolution, faster response times,
streamlined workflows, and enhanced operational efficiency collectively contribute to a more
resilient and adaptive cybersecurity infrastructure. This integration not only addresses current
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challenges but positions the organization to navigate the evolving threat landscape with confi-
dence and agility.
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5
Discussion

The study serves mainly to demonstrate the adaptability and integrability of herein two tools,
Tufin and IPFabric. Integration of the two tools(Tufin and IPFabric) decreases the consider-
able amount of time to update the topology consistently.

The integration of a network discovery tool, such as IPFabric, and an automated firewall rule
management tool, like Tufin, offers a comprehensive set of advantages for optimizing network
security and management. IPFabric, functioning as an analytical tool, plays a pivotal role in
providing a detailed and up-to-date understanding of the network infrastructure. Through its
network discovery capabilities, IPFabric maps out the entire network, identifies devices, and
captures their configurations, contributing to enhanced visibility.

This clear visibility extends to accurate device information, ensuring that the automated
firewall rule management tool canmake well-informed decisions when creating, modifying, or
deleting rules. The dynamic adaptation to network changes becomes a noteworthy advantage
as IPFabric continuously monitors the network for real-time insights into modifications in de-
vice configurations and network topology. The integration allows the automated tool to adapt
dynamically to these changes, ensuring that firewall rules remain aligned with the evolving net-
work environment.

Moreover, the analytical capabilities of IPFabric include the identification of redundant or
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conflicting configurations within the network. When integrated with an automated firewall
rulemanagement tool, this information facilitates efficient rule optimization. Redundant rules
can be identified and removed, resulting in a streamlined and effective set of firewall rules.

IPFabric’s proactive identification of potential security vulnerabilities and risks further en-
hances the security posture. Integrating these insights into the automated firewall rule man-
agement process enables the tool to proactively address vulnerabilities, contributing to a more
resilient security infrastructure by reducing the exposure window to potential threats.

The streamlined workflows and reduced administrative burden are additional benefits of
this integration. IPFabric’s role in streamlining network discovery processes provides a founda-
tion for automation, allowing the integrated solution to automate tasks related to rule creation,
modification, and deletion. This, in turn, reduces the administrative burden on network secu-
rity teams, enabling them to focus on strategic initiatives rather thanmanual rule management
tasks.

In essence, the combined strengths of IPFabric and an automated firewall rule management
tool create a holistic and adaptive approach to network security. This integration enhances
visibility, accuracy, and efficiency in managing firewall rules, contributing to a resilient and re-
sponsive network security infrastructure.

The integration of a network discovery tool like IPFabric with an automated firewall rule
management tool such as Tufin has significant practical implications, leading to notable im-
provements in both network security and operational efficiency. This integration facilitates a
more accurate and real-time understanding of the network infrastructure, thereby enhancing
overall security awareness. To capitalize on this, it is recommended to regularly leverage insights
from IPFabric for proactive optimization of firewall rules and conduct periodic security audits
to promptly identify and address potential vulnerabilities.

Furthermore, the dynamic adaptation to network changes is a key benefit of this integration,
allowing for real-time adjustments to firewall rules based on insights provided by IPFabric. To
fully capitalize on this capability, organizations should establish automated processes that re-
spond promptly to network changes, ensuring that firewall rules remain alignedwith the evolv-
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ing network topology. Regular reviews and updates of firewall rules are also recommended to
maintain a responsive security posture.

The streamlined workflows resulting from the integration, coupled with the reduction in
the administrative burden on network security teams, highlight the importance of investing
in training to ensure that teams are proficient in utilizing the integrated tools. Continuous
refinement of automated workflows is advised to further streamline operational processes and
maximize efficiency.

Proactively identifying and mitigating potential security vulnerabilities based on IPFabric’s
analytical capabilities is another practical implication of this integration. To fully leverage this
capability, organizations should establish automated workflows that respond to vulnerabilities
identified by IPFabric and implement a proactive vulnerability management strategy to stay
ahead of potential threats.

The integration also enables data-driven decision-making by providing rich data on network
configurations and security events. Organizations are recommended to establish processes that
use the analytics generated by IPFabric and Tufin to inform strategic decisions related to net-
work security and rule management.

Continuous monitoring of network changes and compliance with security policies is facil-
itated by the integrated solution. To ensure ongoing adherence to industry regulations and
organizational policies, it is recommended to implement regular audits and compliance checks
using the integrated tools.

Lastly, organizations should consider the scalability of the integrated solution to accommo-
date future growth and changes in the network environment. Regular assessments of scalabil-
ity, along with proactive planning for future enhancements and updates, are advised to ensure
the continued effectiveness and relevance of the integrated solution in the evolving landscape
of network security.
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